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History /
Biographical:

ARCH 2: North Lauder Locale

The North Lauder locale has a long archaeological and geological history that is important for
understanding the forces that shaped the region. Archaeological research in the locale shows
that the area has been occupied by humans for at least the past 6,500 years. Environmental
forces provided an area of diverse resources that attracted early peoples.

Environment of the Lauder Sandhills
The North Lauder locale is part of the greater Lauder Sandhills area. The glaciers that covered
this region began to recede approximately 11,000 years ago leaving a large lake known as
glacial Lake Hind. The Souris River, the Lauder Sandhills and the Oak Lake Aquifer are
remnants of the environmental and geological forces that shaped the region.

The Lauder Sandhills region is characterized by a landscape of sand sheets and stabilized
sand dunes interspersed with a variety of wetlands. This complex topographic and hydrological
situation favoured the development of an island mosaic of mixed forest, wetland and meadow,
surrounded by mixed grass prairie. The result was a large, isolated ecotone which provided a
rich variety of subsistence resources for hunter-gatherers.

Research in the Lauder Sandhills
Archaeologists from Brandon University have been conducting research in the Lauder
Sandhills since 1991. Research in the North Lauder locale has focused on the Atkinson site, a
6,500 year old hunter-gatherer site and Flintstone Hill.

The Atkinson site
The Atkinson site is one of the oldest excavated sites in Manitoba and has been Radiocarbon
dated to 6,500 years before present. The Atkinson site is located on the bank of the Souris
River and was discovered when a hearth (fire pit) was seen eroding out of the bank. Based on
the date of the site and the kind of lithics (stone tools) present it is considered a Gowen
occupation. The Atkinson site is evidence that bison hunters were active on the northern plains
at a very early date. Similar sites have also been found on the High Plains in the U.S. and are
referred to as the Mummy Cave Complex.

The Atkinson Site is of great importance as it is the first undisturbed site of this type to be
excavated in Manitoba and extends the range of these sites south and east from the type-sites
in central Saskatchewan.
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Flintstone Hill
The geomorphology of the glacial Lake Hind Basin over the past 11,000 years is known
primarily through the study of a cut bank along the Souris River. Flint Stone Hill contains the
most complete stratigraphic record for the post-glacial period on the northern plains. The site
has been extensively studied by geoarchaeologists, geologists and paleoenvironmentalists
over many years and their findings have contributed to our understanding of the region.

The North Lauder locale Borden designations of Atkinson site DiMe-27 and Flintstone Hill site
DiMe-26.

Borden System
Archaeological sites in Canada are identified by the Borden system, which is a uniform site
designation system. The country is divided into grids based on latitude and longitude in blocks
of 10 x 20 minutes. The first 4 letters indicate the block and the following numbers indicate the
actual site. For example the area of the Lauder Sandhills in southwestern Manitoba is
identified by the letters DM and the North Lauder locale within that area is DiMe. The Atkinson
site is DiMe-27 and the Flintstone Hill site DiMe-26. As new sites are discovered they will be
numbered sequentially.

Scope and Content:

The Series has been divided into two sub-series, including (1) Atkinson site DiMe-27 and
Flintstone Hill site DiMe-26.

Name Access: North Lauder locale

Subject Access: Archaeology
Atkinson site DiMe-27

Arrangement:

Series is arranged by site and by year of field work.
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Clark Hall scrapbook 1907-1913
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions11879

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 9.2

Item Number: 1

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1907-1913

Scope and Content:

Item is a scrapbook created by Ernestine Whiteside during her years as Lady Principal of
Clark Hall, the women's residence at Brandon College. Scrapbook contains photographs,
cards, programs, newspaper clippings and ephemera that document the lives and activities of
Brandon College students.

Storage Location: RG 1 Brandon College fonds
Series 9: Clark Hall Women's Residence

Documents

CHS07_13.pdf

 Read PDF

 Download PDF
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Clark Hall scrapbook 1913-1918
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions11880

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 9.2

Item Number: 2

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1913-1918

Scope and Content:

Item is a scrapbook created by Ernestine Whiteside during her years as Lady Principal of
Clark Hall, the women's residence at Brandon College. Scrapbook contains photographs,
cards, programs, newspaper clippings and ephemera that document the lives and activities of
Brandon College students.

Storage Location: RG 1 Brandon College fonds
Series 9: Clark Hall Women's Residence

Documents

CHS13_18.pdf

 Read PDF

 Download PDF
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Clark Hall scrapbook 1918-1929
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions11881

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 9.2

Item Number: 3

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1918-1929

Scope and Content:

Item is a scrapbook begun by Ernestine Whiteside during her years as Lady Principal of Clark
Hall, the women's residence at Brandon College, and continued by successive Deans of
Women Olive Wilkins (1919-1925), Jane (Jennie) Turnbull (1926-1927) and Annie (Evans)
Wright (1927-1934). Scrapbook contains photographs, cards, programs, newspaper clippings
and ephemera that document the lives and activities of Brandon College students.

Storage Location: RG 1 Brandon College fonds
Series 9: Clark Hall Women's Residence



Clark Hall scrapbook 1929-1937
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions11882

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 9.2

Item Number: 4

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1929-1937

Scope and Content:

Item is a scrapbook begun by Annie (Evans) Wright during her years as Dean of Women at
Brandon College (1927-1934) and continued by her successors D. Werthenbach (1934-1935),
Marjorie McKenzie (1935-1936) and Sarah Persis Darrach (1937-1953). Scrapbook contains
photographs, cards, programs, newspaper clippings and ephemera that document the lives
and activities of Brandon College students.

Storage Location: RG 1 Brandon College fonds
Series 9: Clark Hall Women's Residence
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Clark Hall scrapbook 1937-1938
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions11883

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 9.2

Item Number: 5

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1937-1938

Scope and Content:

Item is a scrapbook created by Sarah Persis Darrach during her years as Dean of Women at
Brandon College. Scrapbook contains photographs, cards, programs, newspaper clippings
and ephemera that document the lives and activities of Brandon College students.

Storage Location: RG 1 Brandon College fonds
Series 9: Clark Hall Women's Residence



Clark Hall scrapbook 1938-1939
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions11884

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 9.2

Item Number: 6

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1938-1939

Scope and Content:

Item is a scrapbook created by Sarah Persis Darrach during her years as Dean of Women at
Brandon College. Scrapbook contains photographs, cards, programs, newspaper clippings
and ephemera that document the lives and activities of Brandon College students.

Storage Location: RG 1 Brandon College fonds
Series 9: Clark Hall Women's Residence
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Clark Hall scrapbook 1940-1953
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions11885

Part Of: RG 1 Brandon College fonds

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 9.2

Item Number: 7

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1940-1953

Scope and Content:

Item is a scrapbook created by Sarah Persis Darrach during her years as Dean of Women at
Brandon College. Scrapbook contains photographs, cards, programs, newspaper clippings
and ephemera that document the lives and activities of Brandon College students.

Storage Location: RG 1 Brandon College fonds
Series 9: Clark Hall Women's Residence



ARCH 3: Lovstrom locale
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions12406

Part Of: RG 7 Beverley Nicholson fonds

Description Level: Series

Series Number: 3

Accession Number: 1-2010

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1985 to 1991

History /
Biographical:

The Lovstrom locale first came to the attention of Dr. Nicholson through conversations with
landowners Mr. and Mrs. Herb Lovstrom in 1985. Lovstrom is a multi-component
archaeological locale located 25km south of Brandon overlooking the Souris River channel.
The landowner’s surface collection and the presence of bone and artifacts in a cultivated field
indicated the presence of one or more sites.

Limited testing was conducted in 1985 and 1986, followed by major excavations in 1987,
1988 and 1991. Eight sites of block excavations with a total of 132 1m2 excavation units were
completed. The locale area extends approximately 500m north from the edge of the Souris
Valley escarpment and over 200m east from the Jock’s Creek escarpment.

Physical and biological environment As has been noted above, the locale is bounded on the
south by the Souris channel and on the west by the incised channel of Jock’s Creek and a till
plain extends to the north and the east. This plain is characterized by buff colored glacial till
with numerous rocks embedded in the surface. Surrounding these rocky knolls are dark-soil
hollows where the various cultural occupations are found. The depth of the topsoil layer
suggests a long term grassland cover with the present oak forest likely developing in historic
times due to the elimination of bison grazing and the controlling of prairie fires in late historic
times. A small cleared patch of farmland is found within the boundaries of the locale area. This
area has provided a substantial surface collection of artifacts.
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Present vegetation in the area is a mosaic of aspen/oak forest groves and mesic grass prairie
that includes introduced species such as brome grass. In poorly drained areas, willow and red
osier dogwood are present. The Lovstrom locale is found in a forested area dominated by oak
with an under story of saskatoon, chokecherry, pin cherry, and hazelnut brush. Poison ivy is
abundant as well as sarsaparilla.

The major faunal resources in Precontact times would have been bison, with elk and mule deer
playing a minor role. Antelope may have been present also. Small animals included snowshoe
hare, cottontails, porcupines and beaver. Canids, including wolf, coyote, fox and domesticated
dog were present, as well as mustelids such as badger, mink, and weasel. Fragments from a
fisher were also recovered in the excavations.

Summation.
The Lovstrom locale has eight sites. The sites were designated and excavated as Blocks A, B,
C, D, E, F, G and H. Many of the sites are multi-occupations.
The Vickers materials are primarily confined to Blocks D, E, F, G and H. Vickers Focus
materials overlie Blackduck/Duck Bay materials. Blackduck and Duck Bay materials are found
in the lower levels of all excavation blocks and in most test units. The Vickers occupations at
the Lovstrom locale, based upon ceramic wares and an overlapping of C14 dates, appear to
have been contemporary with the Lowton type site to the east, near Belmont. A small
protohistoric occupation was identified overlying part of Block D. Faunal remains are abundant
with bison clearly dominating the assemblages. Lesser amounts of canid are present as well
as small mammals including beaver, hare and mustelids. Small amounts of avian species are
also present.

Publications
Nicholson, B.A.
2011 The Role of Pocket Gophers (Thomomys talpoides) in Restructuring Stratigraphic
Relationships at the Lovstrom Site. Canadian Journal of Archaeology 35:323-331.

Nicholson, Bev, Scott Hamilton, Matthew Boyd and Sylvia Nicholson
2008 A Late Plains Woodland Adaptive Strategy in the Northern Parklands: the Vickers Focus
Forager-Horticulturists. Invited Paper for Papers in Northeastern Plains Prehistory, eds.
Michael G. Michlovic and Dennis L. Toom, North Dakota Journal of Archaeology Vol. 8:19-34.

Nicholson, Bev and Scott Hamilton
2001 Cultural Continuity and Changing Subsistence Strategies During the Late Precontact
Period in Southwestern Manitoba. Canadian Journal of Archaeology 25:53-73.

Nicholson, Bev
1996 Plains Woodland Influx and the Blackduck Exodus in South-Western Manitoba During the
Late Precontact Period. Manitoba Archaeological Journal 6(1):69-85.

Nicholson, Bev and Mary Malainey 
1991 Report on the 1991 Field School Excavations at the Lovstrom Site (DjLx-1),
Southwestern Manitoba. Manitoba Archaeological Journal 1(2): 51-93.

Nicholson, Bev and Jane Gibson
1990-91 Lovstrom Site Field Report, 1987 Excavations. Saskatchewan Archaeology
11&12:46-68.

Nicholson, Bev and Ian Kuiijt
1990 Field Report and Interpretations of the 1988 Archaeological Excavations at the Lovstrom
Site (DjLx-1) in Southwestern Manitoba. North Dakota Journal of Archaeology 4:166-205.

Nicholson, Bev 
1990 Ceramic Affiliations and the Case for Incipient Horticulture in Southwestern Manitoba.
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1990 Ceramic Affiliations and the Case for Incipient Horticulture in Southwestern Manitoba.
Canadian Journal of Archaeology 14:33-60.

Nicholson, Bev
1986 The Lovstrom Site: Culture Contact in Prehistory. Manitoba Archaeological Quarterly
10(1):35-71.

Scope and Content:

The Series has been divided into nine sub-series, including (1) Survey (2) Block A; (3) Block B
(4) Block C; (5) Block D; (6) Block E; (7) Block F; (8) Block G; (9) Block H

Name Access: Lovstrom locale

Subject Access: Archaeology
Lovstrom locale

Arrangement:

Series is arranged by site/block and by year of field work.

McGuinness artifacts and sound recordings
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions13682

Other Title Info: Title based on the contents of the series

Part Of: Fred McGuinness collection

Description Level: Series

Series Number: McG 7

Accession Number: 1-2015

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: c. 1985-1990

Physical Description: 17 artifacts

10 sound recordings
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History /
Biographical:

Artifacts in this series were collected by Fred McGuinness during the course of his lifetime as
a community volunteer and newspaperman. Beginning in the mid-1930s through the Second
World War, McGuinness worked with the Canadian Pacific Telegraph service in Brandon and
Winnipeg. McGuinness frequently wrote about those early experiences in his newspaper
columns, journals, and monographs.

In the early 1950s, while McGuinness worked as a publicist with the Unemployment Insurance
Commission in Winnipeg, he volunteered with community organizations such as the Winnipeg
Community Chest Drive. From 1953 to 1955, McGuinness worked as an organizer for the
Province of Saskatchewan’s 1955 Golden Jubilee.

After the Saskatchewan Jubilee, McGuinness worked with The Medicine Hat News as a
journalist and publisher from 1955 to 1965. During that time, McGuinness became heavily
involved with the Medicine Hat Chamber of Commerce. His community and business
connections resulted in his appointment as a fundraiser for the Medicine Hat Junior College
Library, a building project intended to see the City established with its own college.

After his work with the Saskatchewan Jubilee, McGuinness was asked to be a Regional
Director for the Canadian Centennial Commission from 1965 to 1967. During that time,
McGuinness returned to his hometown of Brandon in 1966, to start a 20-year career with the
Brandon Sun as a publisher and vice-president. McGuinness’ interest in local history, of which
he often wrote, made him the recipient of local ephemera from his readers.

Custodial History:

Accession 1-2015 contains records created and collected over the course of McGuinness’
career as a newspaper journalist and freelance writer. The Estate of Fred McGuinness
donated the materials to the SJ McKee Archives circa 2011. The Archives accessioned the
records in 2015.
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Scope and Content:

This series contains artifacts collected by Fred McGuinness during the course of his lifetime as
a community volunteer and newspaperman. The artifacts include one telegraph sounder, four
letterpress blocks, five typesetter rulers, two patches, two buttons, one token, one tin box, and
ten sound recordings.

The telegraph sounder and relay system was possibly a gift from Bill Flett, a CPR
superintendent. In his story “Canadian Pacific” published in Letters from Section 17 (1999),
McGuinness mentions receiving a package containing telegraph equipment while he was
working at the Brandon Sun. The tin box in McGuinness’ collection contained copies of
telegraphs announcing the end of the war.

Two letterpress type blocks have the letters “WM” which may represent the initials of Fred
McGuinness’ father William McGuinness. J.R. Langford donated the “Colquhoun and Beattie”
type plate to McGuinness, a known collector of Brandon local history. Mr. Beattie had gifted the
plate to Lanford’s father who worked as a barber in Brandon in 1906. The Brandon Sun
letterpress is likely from the period when McGuinness worked at the Brandon Sun.

The five typesetter rulers come from a variety of typesetter and newspaper companies and
include Teletypesetter (Chicago, IL), 6 Cutting Limited (Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg),
Mergenthaler Linotype Company (Brooklyn, NY), and The Edmonton Journal.

The two buttons in the collection come from McGuinness’ time as a community-volunteer in
Winnipeg, Manitoba. One button is from the Community Chest Drive, the other button is a
guest badge from the 1953 Provincial Exhibition of Manitoba.

The two patches are from the Saskatchewan Golden Jubilee (1955). Photographs of
Saskatchewan Jubilee events and participants wearing the patch on their blazers can be found
in the McGuinness photograph collection.

McGuinness saved a Medicine Hat College Official Opening Token from October 3, 1971.
McGuinness was likely at the opening as he was originally involved in the establishment of the
junior college in the 1960s.

The sound recordings in McGuinness’ collection largely pertain to centennial events, which
McGuinness helped organize. There is one box set containing four records of the
Saskatchewan Golden Jubilee Choir. Tucked in this volume is an additional record of the
Choir recorded at CKCK, Regina, Saskatchewan. Also stored within the box set was a copy
“Canada, A Centennial Song.”

Accruals: Closed

Finding Aid: A file level inventory is available

Storage Location: 2015 accessions

Arrangement:

Arrangement was artificially created by the Archives

Documents
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McG 7 McGuinness
artifacts and sound

recordings inventory.pdf

 Read PDF

 Download PDF

McGuinness library
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions13683

Other Title Info: Title based on the contents of the series

Part Of: Fred McGuinness collection

Description Level: Series

Series Number: McG 8

Accession Number: 1-2015

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: c. 1882-2010

Physical Description: Approximately 2 m

83 books and other materials (see Material Details Note)

Material Details: 49 booklets

3 maps

3 newsletters

18 periodicals

16 pamphlets

35 newspapers [oversize drawer]
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History /
Biographical:

The publications in this series were collected by Fred McGuinness during the course of his
career as a newspaperman. McGuinness’ personal library contained over 500 volumes
pertaining to local history. He regularly consulted these materials when writing his radio
broadcasts, newspaper columns, and monographs. McGuinness was known to file related
materials (e.g., correspondence, newspaper clippings, invitations) between book covers of
various titles.

McGuinness donated a substantial portion of his personal library to Brandon University’s John
E. Robbins Library when he moved to River Heights Terrace (Brandon, Manitoba). That
collection can be found in BU’s library catalogue under the McGuinness local history collection.
The titles McGuinness retained upon his move were donated to the McKee Archives by his
estate in 2011.

Custodial History:

Accession 1-2015 contains records created and collected over the course of McGuinness’
career as a newspaper journalist and freelance writer. The Estate of Fred McGuinness
donated the materials to the SJ McKee Archives circa 2011. The Archives accessioned the
records in 2015.

Accession 20-2009 contain records created and collected by Fred McGuinness over the
course of his career as a newspaper journalist and during the research and writing period of
the Brandon history book, The Wheat City. Records remained in his possession at his home
until their transfer to the McKee Archives on July 28, 2009.

Accession 6-2008 contains records created and collected during the writing of the Provincial
Exhibition book, Pride of the Land. Fred McGuinness, who co-authored the book with Ken
Coates, donated these records to the McKee Archives circa 1988. The materials relating to
Souris, Manitoba, were given to McGuinness by Kay Sullivan in August 2007, and were
subsequently deposited in the Archives.

Scope and Content:

This series contains publications collected by Fred McGuinness during the course of his
lifetime as a newspaperman. McGuinness was a well-known local history enthusiast and
frequently wrote about Brandon’s local history. Many of his readers forwarded booklets and
pamphlets for his consideration and review.

Materials in this series include books, booklets pamphlets, periodicals, newspapers and
maps. Subjects include, but are not exclusive to: the city of Brandon, the town of Souris,
memoirs, family histories, Canadian Pacific Railway, and local businesses.

Accruals: Closed

Finding Aid: A file level inventory is available

Storage Location: All library titles, except the newspapers in the McGuinness oversize
drawer, are located in Special Collections

Arrangement:

Arrangement was artificially created by the Archives.

McG 8 McGuinness library 

McG 8.1 Books
McG 8.2 Booklets
McG 8.3 Maps, newsletters, and periodicals
McG 8.4 Pamphlets
McG 8.5 Magazines and newspapers (oversize)
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Documents

McG 8 McGuinness
library inventory.pdf

 Read PDF

 Download PDF
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Class of 1922 flag
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions14752

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Creator: Photograph by: Trinity Nylen

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 16

Item Number: 16.1.1

Accession Number: 1-2024

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1922

Physical Description: 68" x 53"

Physical Condition: There are some holes and torn fabric. The flag also has some small
stains.

Scope and Content:

Item was created by the Brandon College class of 1922 as part of their commencement
activities. The flag, which is made of a cotton based material, features the class colours of
yellow and black, as well as the class motto "Virtus in Arduis" ("Courage in difficulties"). The
flag has a pocket for hanging.

Notes: Loose translations for the class mottos were provided by Dr. Rosanne
Gasse (Latin) and Dr. Steve Robinson (Greek), as well as from googling
the mottos in October 2006. Description by Trinity Nylen/Jessica Old
(February 2024) and Christy Henry.

Subject Access: class flags

flags and banners

artifacts

artefacts

commencement

Graduation

student activities

Storage Location: RG 6 Brandon University fonds
Series16: Brandon University/College artifacts
16.1 Artifacts - flags and banners
Box 1

Images
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Class of 1923 flag
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions14753

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Creator: Photograph by: Trinity Nylen

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 16

Item Number: 16.1.2

Accession Number: 1-2024

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1923

Physical Description: 53" x 65"

Physical Condition: Some fraying and possible mouse holes. Staining on canvas.

Scope and Content:

Item was created by the Brandon College class of 1923 as part of their commencement
activities. The flag, which is made of wool and canvas, features the class colours of green and
gold, as well as the class motto "Vincit qui patitur" ("The one who is patient wins"). The flag has
a pocket for hanging.

Notes: Loose translations for the class mottos were provided by Dr. Rosanne
Gasse (Latin) and Dr. Steve Robinson (Greek), as well as from googling
the mottos in October 2006. Description by Trinity Nylen/Jessica Old
(February 2024) and Christy Henry.

Subject Access: class flags

flags and banners

artifacts

artefacts

commencement

Graduation

student activities

Storage Location: RG 6 Brandon University fonds
Series16: Brandon University/College artifacts
16.1 Artifacts - flags and banners
Box 1

Images
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Class of 1924 flag
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions14754

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Creator: Photograph by: Trinity Nylen

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 16

Item Number: 16.1.3

Accession Number: 1-2024

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1924

Physical Description: 52" x 69"

Physical Condition: Minor holes and fraying.

Scope and Content:

Item was created by the Brandon College class of 1924 as part of their commencement
activities. The flag, which is made of wool, features the class colours of green and white, as
well as the class motto "Vincit qui patitur" ("The one who is patient wins"). The flag has no
method for hanging.

Notes: Loose translations for the class mottos were provided by Dr. Rosanne
Gasse (Latin) and Dr. Steve Robinson (Greek), as well as from googling
the mottos in October 2006. Description by Trinity Nylen/Jessica Old
(February 2024) and Christy Henry.

Subject Access: class flags

flags and banners
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Storage Location: RG 6 Brandon University fonds
Series16: Brandon University/College artifacts
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Class of 1925 flag
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions14755

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Creator: Photograph by: Trinity Nylen

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 16

Item Number: 16.1.4

Accession Number: 1-2024

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1925

Physical Description: 54" x 85"

Physical Condition: Minor deterioration along the edge.

Scope and Content:

Item was created by the Brandon College class of 1925 as part of their commencement
activities. The flag, which is made of wool and canvas, features the class colours of burgundy
and grey, as well as the class motto "Ministrare est Vincere" ("To serve is to conquer"). The
flag has a pocket for hanging.

Notes: Loose translations for the class mottos were provided by Dr. Rosanne
Gasse (Latin) and Dr. Steve Robinson (Greek), as well as from googling
the mottos in October 2006. Description by Trinity Nylen/Jessica Old
(February 2024) and Christy Henry.

Subject Access: class flags

flags and banners
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Storage Location: RG 6 Brandon University fonds
Series16: Brandon University/College artifacts
16.1 Artifacts - flags and banners
Box 1
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Class of 1926 flag
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions14756

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Creator: Photograph by: Trinity Nylen

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 16

Item Number: 16.1.5

Accession Number: 1-2024

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1926

Physical Description: 52" x 7'

Physical Condition: Holes from mice. Staining on some letters.

Scope and Content:

Item was created by the Brandon College class of 1926 as part of their commencement
activities. The flag, which is made of wool, features the class colours of green and orange, as
well as the class motto "Non nobis solum" ("Not only for us" or "Not only for ourselves"). The
flag has a pocket for hanging.

Notes: Loose translations for the class mottos were provided by Dr. Rosanne
Gasse (Latin) and Dr. Steve Robinson (Greek), as well as from googling
the mottos in October 2006. Description by Trinity Nylen/Jessica Old
(February 2024) and Christy Henry.

Subject Access: class flags

flags and banners
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Storage Location: RG 6 Brandon University fonds
Series16: Brandon University/College artifacts
16.1 Artifacts - flags and banners
Box 1
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Class of 1927 flag
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http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions14757

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Creator: Photograph by: Trinity Nylen

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 16

Item Number: 16.1.6

Accession Number: 1-2024

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1927

Physical Description: 55" x 5'

Physical Condition: Discolouration/bleaching in the centre, mild tearing in the corner, missing
fabric on some letters.

Scope and Content:

Item was created by the Brandon College class of 1927 as part of their commencement
activities. The flag, which is made of wool, features the class colours of black and orange, as
well as the class motto "In omnia paratus" ("Prepared for everything"). The flag has a pocket
for hanging.

Notes: Loose translations for the class mottos were provided by Dr. Rosanne
Gasse (Latin) and Dr. Steve Robinson (Greek), as well as from googling
the mottos in October 2006. Description by Trinity Nylen/Jessica Old
(February 2024) and Christy Henry.

Subject Access: class flags
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Storage Location: RG 6 Brandon University fonds
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Class of 1928 flag
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions14758

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Creator: Photograph by: Trinity Nylen

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 16

Item Number: 16.1.7

Accession Number: 1-2024

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1928

Physical Description: 55" x 5'

Physical Condition: Material is deteriorating around the edges, staining on canvas pocket,
some letters are lifting, some with staining.

Scope and Content:

Item was created by the Brandon College class of 1928 as part of their commencement
activities. The flag, which is made of canvas, velvet and an undetermined woven material,
features the class colours of purple and gold, as well as the class motto "Patet Omnibus
Veritas" ("The truth is open to everyone"). The flag has ties for hanging.

Notes: Loose translations for the class mottos were provided by Dr. Rosanne
Gasse (Latin) and Dr. Steve Robinson (Greek), as well as from googling
the mottos in October 2006. Description by Trinity Nylen/Jessica Old
(February 2024) and Christy Henry.

Subject Access: class flags
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Class of 1930 flag
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions14759

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Creator: Photograph by: Trinity Nylen

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 16

Item Number: 16.1.8

Accession Number: 1-2024

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1930

Physical Description: 40" x 4'

Physical Condition: Fraying, the letters are peeling and there is mild glue residue left over
from a peeled letter.

Scope and Content:

Item was created by the Brandon College class of 1930 as part of their commencement
activities. The flag, which is made of canvas and velvet, features the class colours of red and
white, as well as the class motto "Age Quod Agis!" ("Do what you do!"). The flag has ties for
hanging.

Notes: Loose translations for the class mottos were provided by Dr. Rosanne
Gasse (Latin) and Dr. Steve Robinson (Greek), as well as from googling
the mottos in October 2006. Description by Trinity Nylen/Jessica Old
(February 2024) and Christy Henry.
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Class of 1931 flag
http://archives.brandonu.ca/en/permalink/descriptions14760

Part Of: RG 6 Brandon University fonds

Creator: Photograph by: Trinity Nylen

Description Level: Item

Series Number: 16

Item Number: 16.1.9a

Accession Number: 1-2024

GMD: multiple media

Date Range: 1931

Physical Description: 49" x 62"

Physical Condition: Missing one tie for hanging.

Scope and Content:

Item was created by the Brandon College class of 1931 as part of their commencement
activities. The flag, which is made of felt, features the class colours of scarlet and black, as well
as the class motto "Carpe Diem" ("Seize the day") below the image of a ship. The flag has ties
for hanging.

Notes: Loose translations for the class mottos were provided by Dr. Rosanne
Gasse (Latin) and Dr. Steve Robinson (Greek), as well as from googling
the mottos in October 2006. Description by Trinity Nylen/Jessica Old
(February 2024) and Christy Henry.
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Series16: Brandon University/College artifacts
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